1st Edgmond beavers
New activity badges

Animal Friend Activity Badge
How to earn your badge:
1. Learn how to care for an animal
2. Help to take care of that animal for six weeks.
3. Tell others in your Colony or Lodge about the animal
4. Find out what the animal needs. Learn about its food, habitat,
space, exercise and sleeping area.
5. Keep a note of how you have looked after the animal for two
weeks. You can draw, take photographs or write short sentences

Camp Craft Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Help to put up a tent
Collect wood and help to build a fire
Cook on a fire or barbeque
Learn how to tie a reef knot
Take part in a small pioneering project
Start your own camp blanket
Visit a Cub, Scout or Group camp

Safety is really important when you’re around the fire. Your leader will be supervising
you, so make sure you follow their instructions and be careful.

Collector Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Spend at least six weeks making a collection
2. Show your Colony or Lodge a sample of things from your
collection
3. Tell others in your Colony or Lodge about your collection.
What is your collection? Why do you collect these things?
What is your favourite thing from your collection?
Every individual who undertakes an activity badge should face a similar degree of
challenge and as a result some requirements may need to be adapted. It is
completely acceptable to change some of the requirements of the badges to allow
individuals to access the badge (for example where there are special needs, cultural
issues, or religious considerations to take into account) and the requirements outlined
for activity badges do allow for some flexibility in order to obtain the badge. If you would
like help or advice when considering adapting the requirements of a badge please
contact UK Headquarters.
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Communicator Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Learn how to make a phone call
2. Learn your phone number
3. Learn how to send an email or text message
4. Spell your name in Morse code, semaphore, the phonetic
alphabet, or using pictures and symbols
5. Try to work out a simple message given to you in Morse code,
semaphore, the phonetic alphabet, or using pictures and symbols

Cook Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Find out what makes a balanced diet
2. Find out about why being clean in the kitchen is important
3. Learn about being safe in the kitchen
4. Choose three dishes to prepare and cook. At least one dish
should be savoury and one should be sweet
You will need help from an adult if you’re using the oven or stove.
Top tips
Here are some ideas for dishes you could prepare:


For the sweet dish, you could make fruit salad, a strawberry smoothie, chocolate
crispy cakes, corn flake cakes, high energy snack bars, homemade muesli or
flapjacks



For the savoury dish you could try omelette, mini pitta bread pizzas, meat kebabs or
cheese and ham toasties

If you’re cooking at home take photos and bring them to your meeting.
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Creative Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Do a performance. You could try one of these:


poem



puppet show



short play



dance

2. Try a craft. You could make one of these:


card



seasonal item, like a decoration for a faith festival



glass painting



plate painting

3. Construct something. You could do one of these:


make something that has moving parts, using recycled materials



use Lego or Meccano to build something



make something from clay or plasticine

4. Use your imagination. You could do one of these:


draw a picture, or make a model or collage, of what the world might be like in
100 years



create a cartoon character and write a short comic strip telling a simple story



create a superhero and tell others what superpowers they have

Cyclist Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Find out why it’s important to wear safety equipment like a
helmet, reflective clothing and lights
2. Show how to put on and wear a cycle helmet correctly
3. Show how to pump up a tyre
4. Go for a short ride in a safe place
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Disability Awareness Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
Do one activity from each of the lists below.
1. Disability awareness – do one of these:


Explain what a disability is.



Find out about a Paralympian and their sport. Tell a story
about their achievements.



Visit an activity centre or playground for people with disabilities.



Talk about how your meeting place could be made better so that everyone can take
part.



Make a poster that tells others about a disability. Choose something that’s not
mentioned later, in numbers 2, 3 or 4

2. Physical disability awareness – do one of these:


Show how to safely push a wheelchair.



Talk about an aid that can help a disabled person. It could be a type of wheelchair,
computer, grabber or rising chair.



Play a game where you can only sit down or use one hand. Goalball is one game
you could try

3. Deaf awareness – do one of these:


Learn how to fingerspell your name.



Learn the Promise in British Sign Language.



Explain what hearing dogs for deaf people do. Why are they helpful?



Play a game without using sound

4. Sight awareness – do one of these:


Talk about what guide dogs for blind people do



Guide a blindfolded Beaver through a game or assault course.



Play blind football or another blindfolded game

Explore Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Decide where to explore. You could go to:


the seashore



a forest or park



woodland



a town.

2. Think about what you expect to find.
3. Go on the exploration.
4. Tell other Beavers what you have discovered
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Experiment Activity Badge
How to earn your badge

1. Do three experiments. Talk to your leader about trying these:


white light spinners



magnetism fun



making a ketchup packet sink on command



experiment with oil



volcano eruption



sodium bicarbonate and vinegar



dissolving



growing cress

Before you try them, what do you think might happen?
2. After you do your experiments, tell other Beavers what you saw and discovered. Try
to explain why it happened.

Faith Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Write a prayer or reflection.
2. Read or share a prayer or reflection. You could do this for the
opening or closing ceremony, or some other time.
3. Find and tell a story about doing your best and helping other
people. Think about the ways it links to the Beaver Scout
Promise.
4. Visit a place of worship and tell other Beaver Scouts about your visit. You can do
this with photographs, drawings, handouts, leaflets or information sheets.

Gardener Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Find out what happens to trees in each of the four seasons.
2. Learn how to use some gardening tools safely.
3. Find out what plants need to grow.
4. Help to look after a garden or allotment for three months.
Keep a record of what you have done and the changes you
see. You could draw pictures, write short sentences and take
photographs.
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Global Issues Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Keep a diary for a week, showing how you have recycled or
saved energy at home.
2. Try different kinds of Fairtrade products. Talk about the
benefits of Fairtrade in the world.
3. Create a ‘zoo’ of endangered animals. Find out why they are
endangered. You might include pandas, South China tigers,
black rhinos, Sumatran orang-utans, Amur leopards, vaquitas
or Hawksbill Turtles.
4. Use a soft drinks bottle to create a water filter using sand and pebbles. Talk about
the problems some people have finding clean and safe drinking water.

Hobbies Activity Badge
This is what you need to do to earn this badge
1. Choose a hobby to take part in for at least six weeks.
2. Show that you have stuck with your hobby.Show what you
know about your hobby and the skills you have learned.
3. Tell and show the Colony, your Lodge or Leaders about your
chosen hobby. Talk about why you enjoy it.
Top tips
You can earn more than one Hobbies badge.

International Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Learn a song, play a game or perform a dance from another
country.
2. Find out about Beaver Scouts, or younger Scouts if they don’t
have Beaver Scouts, in another country. What do they call
themselves? What’s their uniform like? And what do they say
for their Promise? Find out as much as you can.
3. Draw five different flags from five different countries across
the world. Tell someone else a fact about each country.
4. Try different kinds of food from another country. Vote for your favourite dish and
explain why.
5. Learn how to say a greeting in a language other than your own.
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Photographer Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Show how to use a camera to take a good photograph.
2. Make up a scrapbook showing different ways photographs can
be used, like in the news, advertising or art.
3. Take 10 or more photos and show these to your Lodge or an
adult. Why do you like these photos? What made you take
them?
Your leader might like to put some of your photos on display or share them with the local
newspaper. If they do, your parents will need to say it’s OK first.
Top tips
The photographs could be part of a project about things like animals or plants. You could
take photos when you’re on a trip, to capture things that happen on the day.
Remember to ask permission before you take a photo of somebody.

Safety Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Tell others what the Green Cross Code is about.
2. Tell others what the Water Safety Code is about.
3. Say what you should do if a stranger walks over to you and
tries to talk to you.
4. Point out dangers around the home or at your meeting place.
5. Tell others what you should do if there is a fire.Talk about
what you would do during a fire drill at your meeting place.
6. Find out how to call the emergency services.
7. Tell others what you should do at a roadside and at a railway level crossing.
Top tips
For this badge, your leader might want to invite people from the police, ambulance
service or fire brigade.
If you’re going out for a walk in the local area, use it as a chance to test yourself on the
Green Cross Code. Can you remember what it says?
How to earn your badge
1. Point out some of the things you can see in the night sky. It
could be stars, the moon or planets.
2. Point out and name at least one constellation you can see.
3. Name the eight planets in our solar system.
4. Find out about a current space mission.
Top tips
You can see different constellations during different seasons in the year!
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Sports Activity Badge
How to earn your badge
1. Take part in a sport or physical activity regularly for at least
six weeks.
2. Take part in a match, competition or demonstration of that
sport.
3. Show your Lodge, Colony or an adult the skills you have
learned.
4. Tell your Lodge, Colony or an adult about the rules of your sport.

Air Activities Staged Activity Badge
Air Activities – staged 1
How to earn your badge
1. Make an aircraft out of paper and see how well it flies. You
could use
a paper dart or a helicopter and drop it from a height.
2. Find out about one kind of aircraft and tell others in your
section about it. It could be a commercial aircraft like
Concorde or Airbus or a military aircraft like a Spitfire, Lynx or
Chinook.
3. Talk to somebody who has flown in an aircraft, helicopter or hot air balloon. What
was it like? If you have already flown in an aircraft, tell others in your section about
it.
4. Tell others in your section about an aircraft (real or imagined) that you would like to
fly in and why. You can do this through drawings or models.

Air Activities – stage 2
How to earn your badge
1. Know the dangers involved in visiting an airfield.
2. Visit an
airfield, air display or air museum.
3. Choose three of these:


Make and fly a model aeroplane, three different types of paper glider, a hot air
balloon or a kite.



Identify six airlines from their markings.



Name and identify the main parts of an aeroplane.



Name and identify different types of aircraft (such as powered aeroplanes,
airships or gliders).



Fly in an aircraft and tell the rest of your section about it.



Meet someone who flies regularly and talk to them about their experiences.



Explain how different weather conditions can affect air activities.



Collect and identify six pictures of different aircraft. Share them with others in
your section.
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Community Impact Staged Activity Badge
Community Impact – stage 1
How to earn your badge
1. Identify need. Investigate what issues and challenges exist in
your
chosen community – it could be local, national or
international.
2. Plan action. Decide what issue your section should take action
on and what you want to change. Talk to your section about
what actions you would like to take.
3. Take action over three months. You should:


spend at least fours hours personally taking action on your chosen issue. You
can achieve more impact by spreading your time out over a month, instead of
doing it all in one go.



involve others in the action. Work in a team with your section and preferably
people in the community you are trying to help.

4. Learn and make more change. Discuss what you’ve learned with your section. Talk
about how you have made people’s lives better, what you could do to help more
people in your chosen community and how taking action has developed you.
5. Tell the world. Help other people to understand why the issue you took action on is
important, what you did and how they can help.

Community Impact – stage 2
How to earn your badge
1. Identify need. Investigate what issues and challenges exist in your
chosen community – it could be local, national or international.
2. Plan action. Decide what issue your section would like to take action on and what
you would like to change. Work with a group of people not involved in Scouting, who
are passionate about your cause, to plan action that will make a positive difference.
3. Take action over six months. You should:


spend at least 12 hours personally taking action on your chosen issue. You can
achieve more impact by spreading your time out, over four months, instead of
doing it all in one go.



involve others in the action. Work in a team with your section and preferably
people in the community you are trying to help.

4. Learn and make more change. Discuss with your section what you’ve learned, how
you have made people’s lives better and what you could do to help even more
people in your chosen community.
5. Tell the world. Help other people to understand the issue you have made a positive
impact on is important and why it’s important. Show what you did and how they can
also help.
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Digital Citizen Staged Activity Badge
Digital Citizen – stage 1
How to earn your badge
Complete every task to achieve Stage 1, showing that you have
thought about the potential risks and how to stay safe for each
activity.
1. Show that you can:


turn on and log into a computer



use a piece of software, for example email or a game



name the main parts of a computer system



connect a peripheral (for example a scanner or printer) to your computer and
use it.

2. Create a piece of digital media. It could be artwork, a photograph, music or
animation.
3. Use the internet for research:


decide on an area of interest



find three websites with content that matches your area of interest



collect relevant information by printing or saving as files.

Digital Citizen – stage 2
How to earn your badge
Complete every task to achieve Stage 2, showing that you have thought about the
potential risks and how to stay safe for each activity.
1. Plan and then create a piece of digital media. It could be artwork
or a photograph that you alter using creative tools, music, animation, CAD
(Computer Aided Design) or a 3D sculpture.
2. Show that you can:


send or reply to someone with a short email and include an attachment



download photos or other media from a camera or smart card



open and save a document then share it using a cloud service (like Google Docs
or Microsoft Sharepoint) or a USB stick



create a document that includes media that you’ve downloaded or copied from
another source.

3. Use the internet for research:


decide on an area of interest



use two different search engines to find three websites you think are reliable



collect information by printing the pages or saving as PDF documents



select relevant information by copying text or an image and pasting into a
document



display your findings as a poster or a short report.
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Digital Maker Staged Activity Badge
Digital Maker – stage 1
How to earn your badge
1. Connect computer peripherals or accessories, such as a
screen and
keyboard, and explain what job they do.
2. Design a game:


Use role play to act out how your digital game would
work. Play the game with a group of friends and change the rules.



Using paper, prototype a game and explain to someone how it works. You could
video your explanation.



Evaluate and share your idea.

3. Edit an existing website. You could change the design using a paper printout or
software.
4. Play a game with a friend where one of you acts the part of a robot and the other
sends the robot commands. Record on paper what sort of commands worked best
and which were hard for the ‘robot’ to follow.

Digital Maker – stage 2
How to earn your badge
1. Connect two devices and exchange data between them using WiFi,
Bluetooth or a cable.
2. Show that you can use two different platforms or operating systems. They could be
systems that run different devices such as computers, tablets, phones or games
consoles.
3. Design a game:


Make a cartoon, animation or video of a game using a video camera or other
equipment.



Create some pseudo code to explain how some parts of your game will work.
Pseudo code is an instruction for the computer to follow, but is not written in a
specific language.



Design a sequence of a game, like a whole level or an in-game puzzle.

4. Design a single page website. You can use a design tool but writing HTML code
would be fine too.
5. Create a set of instructions for a programmable Robot, turtle or toy to
follow.
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Emergency Aid Staged Activity Badge
Emergency Aid – stage 1
How to earn your badge
Show you understand all of the actions listed.
Explain to your leader or another adult about:


the importance of getting help



what to say when you call 999



helping someone who is unconscious



helping someone who is bleeding



reassuring someone at the scene of an emergency.

Emergency Aid – stage 2
How to earn your badge
Show you understand all of the actions listed under each number.
1. Explain to your leader or another adult about:


the importance of getting help



what to say when you call 999



reassuring someone at the scene of an emergency.

2. Explain how to help someone who:


is unconscious



is bleeding



has a burn



is having an asthma attack.

If you hold a first aid award covering this or a similar syllabus from a recognised first aid
provider (such as the British Red Cross or St John Ambulance) you can automatically get
this badge.

Emergency Aid – stage 3
How to earn your badge
You will need to take part in around two to three hours of training, which should be
taught by an adult with relevant knowledge.
1. Explain to your leader or another adult about how to call 999.
2. Explain how you help someone who:


is unconscious



is unconscious and not breathing



is bleeding



has a burn



has heat exhaustion



has hypothermia



is choking.

If you hold a first aid award covering this or a similar syllabus from a recognised first aid
provider (such as the British Red Cross or St John Ambulance) you can automatically get
this badge.
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Hikes Away Staged Activity Badge
How to earn your badges
There are eight different badges you can collect. Each one marks a
certain number of hikes or journeys you will have completed:
1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 35, 50
You must be dressed and equipped for the weather conditions and
terrain. Your leader will also need to make sure you’re following
the rules in chapter nine of the Policy and Organisation Rules and the Activity Permit
Scheme.

For Beavers. each hike or journey must involve at least two hours of activity and have a
purpose, which you will agree with your leader. The sorts of activity that count as a hike
away include:


exploring a country park or nature reserve on foot



going on a family ramble



taking part in a woodland walk. You could look out for wildlife or do a tree safari.

Musician Staged Activity Badge
Musician – stage 1
How to earn your badge
1. Skill


Listen to a short tune of a couple of lines and then sing it
back.



Listen to another tune and then beat or clap out the
rhythm.

2. Performance


Sing or play two different types of song or
tune on your chosen instrument – remember your voice is an instrument too.
You must perform in front of other people, either in Scouting or at a public
performance such as a group show or school concert.

3. Knowledge


Demonstrate some of the musical exercises that you use to
practice your skills.



Talk about your instrument and why you enjoy playing it. Alternatively, you
could talk about the songs you sing and why you enjoy singing them.

4. Interest


Tell your assessor about the music that you most like to listen to.
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Nautical Skills Staged Activity Badge
Nautical Skills – stage 1
How to earn your badge
1. Take part in a water activity taster session. You could try:


paddle sports



rafting



sailing



windsurfing



pulling.

2. Correctly identify the different equipment used for the activity you chose.
3. Gain an understanding of the safety equipment used.

Navigator Staged Activity Badge
Navigator – stage 1
How to earn your badge
1. Locate yourself on a simple map. You could use a map of a
local park,
nature reserve, zoo, or even a theme park.
2. Identify a number of features or locations on that map. You
could pinpoint locations like the toilets, car park, bird hide or
picnic area.
3. Learn the four cardinal points of a compass.
4. Draw a simple map of where you live, your meeting place or another area local to
you.
5. Use a map during an outdoor activity.
6. Show you understand how to dress appropriately and what equipment you and the
adults will need on the activity.

Nights Away Staged Activity Badge
How to earn your badges
You can pick up badges for having taken the following numbers of
nights away:


1



2



3



4



5



10



15



20

These are for recognized Scout activities, sleeping in tents, bivouacs, hostels, on boats
or at other centers.
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Paddle Sports Staged Activity Badge
Paddle Sports – stage 1
How to earn your badge
1. Identify different types of paddle craft.
2. Name three places you could safely go canoeing or kayaking.
3. Take part in a warm up activity to prepare you for canoeing or
kayaking. You could practice balancing whilst kneeling, getting
in and out of a boat or practicing a paddling action.
4. Dress properly for your chosen activity. Show you know the importance of
buoyancy aids and how to put one on correctly.
5. Take part in a taster session that covers:


naming equipment used and the parts of the boat



getting into and out of a boat safely



balancing a boat



manoeuvring your boat in different directions, including moving forward.

Swimmer Staged Activity Badge
Swimmer – stage 1
How to earn your badge
1. Learn the general safety rules for swimming (such as not
diving into shallow water or not swimming on your own) and
where it is safe to swim locally.
2. Show you know how to prepare for exercises such as taking
part in a warm up.
3. Demonstrate a controlled entry, without using the steps, into at least 1.5 metres of
water.
4. Swim 10 metres on your front.
5. Tread water for 30 seconds in a vertical position.
6. Using a buoyancy aid, float still in the water for 30 seconds.
7. Demonstrate your ability to retrieve an object from chest-deep water.
8. Perform a push and glide on both your front and back.
9. Swim 25 metres without stopping.
10. Take part in an organised swimming activity.
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Time on the Water Staged Activity Badge
You can collect Time on Water staged badges when you take part
in any of these activities:


kayaking



canoeing



sailing



windsurfing



power boating



kiteboarding



surfing



yachting



motor cruising



narrow boating



pulling or rowing



white water rafting



Traditional rafting.

For Beavers, each session should last about one hour, for Cubs, 1-2 hours, and for
Scouts and Explorers each session should last about 2-3 hours.
And as you complete the following number of activities, you can gain a badge:
1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 35, 50
You must be properly dressed and equipped for your activity and the weather conditions.
Your leader will also need to make sure you’re following the activity rules in chapter nine
of the Policy and Organization Rules and the Activity Permit Scheme.

Membership Award
How to earn your badge
1. Learn about the Beaver Colony by:


going to at least four meetings



getting to know other members and leaders in the Colony



finding out about ceremonies and traditions in the Colony



finding out about activities you can do in the Colony

2. Learn about joining your Colony by:


showing that you understand the Beaver Scout Promise



showing that you know the Scout Motto, sign and handshake



learning what to do at your Investiture



learning the meaning of the badges you will receive



learning about the family of Scouts, worldwide Scouting and the history of
Scouting

3. Become a Beaver Scout by making the Promise

